CRIMSON NOSES OUT M.I.T. RELAY TEAM
Crimson Academy Boxers Outpoint Engineers Winning Every Bout

Paul Harrington, who is a graduate student at Technology, national pole vault champion, has been going great at 13 feet 7 1-8 inches. When the Yale man cleared the bar a height of 13 feet 1 Monday, February 19, 1926, at 1300 Mass. Avenue, Cambridge.

ATTENTION—Just say you are a Tech student and we will give you prices much better than a discount.

We encourage sales by giving your

ALLEN STATIONERY CO.
105 Massachusetts Ave., Boston.

THE TECH

In the first match of the season the Beaver boxing team was decisively outpointed by the Naval Academy’s, at Annapolis, three of the bouts ending by the knockdown route and four by the boxer’s decision.

Captains Collins of the midshipmen, started clean off on the road to victory, when, after thirty seconds of hard fighting, he knocked out John Joyce in the third point class. The next bout, thirty seconds, saw William DeMasi of the Engineers, knock out Bill McKillop of the same school, and make a clean sweep.

In the second bout of the afternoon, Walter Albertson of the Engineers, gave a fine showing in the first round, but was knocked out in the second round by John Joyce of the Midshipmen.

In the third bout of the afternoon, Graphy, of the Engineers, gave a fine showing in the first round, but was knocked out in the second round by John Joyce of the Midshipmen.

In the fourth bout of the afternoon, Frank Bostick of the Engineers, gave a fine showing in the first round, but was knocked out in the second round by John Joyce of the Midshipmen.

In the fifth bout of the afternoon, Frank Bostick of the Engineers, gave a fine showing in the first round, but was knocked out in the second round by John Joyce of the Midshipmen.

If you’re all at sea about your tobacco...

MAYBE you’ve sailed the seven seas searching for perfect pipe pleasure. Maybe you’ve tried oceans of tobacco without running into one you can anchor to...but don’t give up the ship. Plenty pipe-smokers are in the same boat.

Just shoot an a. o. s. to G. R. C... for Granger Rough Cut is a life-water to pipes in distress. It’s rich and spicy—and mellowed by the old “Wellman Secret” it’s so mild you can cook-up and fire away at full sail.

Then jot this down in the old log: Granger’s rough cut flake smoke as cool as a sippy sea siren. Man, your old smokestack puff will wear a wreath of perfect pipe pleasure.

And don’t wait till your ship comes in to take on a cargo of Granger. The pocket-package is not high-priced...for packed in foil (instead of costly tins) this quality tobacco sells at just ten cents. Load up today... and bon voyage!

GRANGER ROUGH CUT

The half-pound wooden cigar box contains the half-pound, the full-pound, and the special Woodland, all for ten cents.

“Made for pipes only!”

If your tobacco has been a raw deal...

If your tobacco has been a raw deal...